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	enterFactsOfCase: (Page 2 - cont.)The worker stated he did not perform similar services for others or advertise.  Finished products never left the firm’s mainframe.  The work relationship ended when he was fired.  The signed consulting agreement documented the term of the agreement was anticipated to start on October 1, 2010 and end on April 1, 2011.  The worker’s principal company contact was the firm’s site content manager.  The worker would render various services as assigned by the firm’s microtagging manager.  Compensation for services was set at a variety of fixed rates of pay per title.  The worker was required to submit all statements for services and expenses in a form prescribed by the firm every two weeks and such statements were subject to approval by the contact person identified or other designated agent of the firm.  The written agreement contained other typical contract paragraphs related to confidentiality, ownership, conflict obligations, term and termination, assignment, independent contractor, benefits, etc.  The agreement documents the worker was unable to assign the agreement without the express written consent of the firm.  The worker provided an additional signed copy of Exhibit A to the written agreement.  It was signed by the firm's staffing operations on February 9, 2011.  An e-mail from the firm's staffing operations stated not only was the firm's site content manager expanding the worker’s list of services, he was also extending the agreement to April 10, 2012.  The worker stated the written agreement was not renewed beyond April 10, 2012.  The updated Exhibit A again documented a variety of fixed rates of pay per title, in addition to an hourly rate of pay for administrative work and meetings.   
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